
   

Artist brief for Edinburgh QTIPOC community map 

Scotland’s Urban Past (SUP) and the Scottish Civic Trust Civic Connections project are working together with LGBT 

Health and Wellbeing to produce a community map-making workshop in Edinburgh in February 2019. We actively 

want to invite the participation of Queer, Trans and Intersex People of Colour (QTIPOC) from Edinburgh and beyond, 

and are involving members of these communities in the planning of this event. 

 

During the workshop participants will be invited to tell their stories, share significant, safe and welcoming places and 

services - past and present - and to make their own creative work about these. Material produced will be 

incorporated into a visual representation of Edinburgh which will function as an accurate, useful, customised map 

and guide to Edinburgh. 

 

We are particularly looking for an artist with a strong understanding of QTIPOC issues and the potential needs of a 

QTIPOC group. We would like you to work with us to prepare and deliver the workshop, and subsequently to 

respond to the work produced by participants and create a unified, visually engaging and functional map.  

 

 

Timetable and formats 

 Week commencing Monday 28 January 2019: meeting with event partners to prepare the workshop (around 3 

hours) 

 Saturday 2 February 2019, 12:00–16:00, City Arts Centre: delivery of workshop (with 30 minutes at either end 

for preparation and cleaning up) 

 Sunday 31 March 2019: deadline for final map. 

The final map will be a functional printed object to be distributed for free by the event partners. The map will 

also be recorded digitally on the Scotland’s Urban Past website, uploaded to the National Record for the Built 

Environment (Canmore) and be included in the Scotland’s Urban Past exhibition (running May to August 2019 in 

several locations around Scotland). 



   

Medium and scale 

The final community map will be a functional, paper object that can be used both indoors and outdoors. Art work 

produced must have a high resolution and be legible for all potential users. 

Final sizes to consider might A3 folding down to A6, using both sides of the paper. 

 

 

Questions to explore 

1. What places and services are relevant to the QTIPOC communities in Edinburgh? 

2. Which places are safe, welcoming or significant for QTIPOC in Edinburgh?  

3. How do white supremacist culture, structural/everyday racism and inequalities and prevailing attitudes to 

history and the built environment impact upon QTIPOC’s experiences of Edinburgh? 

4. How does the often necessary compartmentalisation of a person’s identity contribute to their experiences of 

Edinburgh? 

5. What barriers and solutions to current circumstances might exist? 

 

 

Your proposal 

Proposals will be scored on these qualities: empathy towards and understanding of the workshop participants and 

the map content; accessibility, inclusivity and creativity of the map content; and your contribution to delivery of the 

workshop. Scoring will also be weighted: 60% on qualities and 40% on costing. 

 

Please send your proposal, a quote and examples of relevant work from your portfolio (or links to it) to 

nicky.imrie@hes.scot by Monday 7 January 2019 at Midday. If you have any questions, please get in touch. We look 

forward to hearing from you! 
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